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Saab’s New Lightweight Torpedo Arrives at
Euronaval

Saab’s Lightweight Torpedo (SLWT) will be displayed at the
Saab stand G18-H23, during the Euronaval exhibition, Paris,
on the 23-26 October. A press briefing on the SLWT will be
held at 11:00 on Wednesday 24 October, at the Saab stand.

The SLWT is one of the most advanced and sophisticated torpedoes on the
market and has been ordered by Sweden and Finland. Saab is now
pursuing additional customers on the export market, with Euronaval being
an ideal opportunity to do so. The development of SLWT is with the Baltic
Sea in mind, which is a marine enviroment with the most challenging factors
for littorial anti-submarine warfare. The SLWT is a highly effective weapon
for both blue water and shallow water environments around the world.

“The SLWT project is going very well. We are in the process of
finalising the second demonstration torpedo with all the features as
in the final product. We are bringing key advances in torpedo
technology to SLWT, which translates into endurance, accuracy and
complete control”, says Stefan Sjögren, Programme Director,
Lightweight Torpedoes at Saab.

SLWT with its state-of-the-art design incorporates a fully digital homing
system, offers fire-and-forget and wire-guided operation, and adapts to
difficult hydroacoustic conditions. It can be launched from multiple
platforms, including surface ships, helicopters, aircrafts or submarines,
ensuring your success in any environment.
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Saab serves the global market with world-leading products, services and solutions within
military defence and civil security. Saab has operations and employees on all continents
around the world. Through innovative, collaborative and pragmatic thinking, Saab develops,
adopts and improves new technology to meet customers’ changing needs.


